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CfMeU : seCReTaRy’s aDDRess with Mick Buchan

Let me say straight off the bat that next year promises to be
an exciting time given the doldrums this state has been in
during the Barnett Government Recession.

new PROjeCTs aRe finaLLy TakinG shaPe. 

Karrinyup Shopping Centre has just started and will power along next

year, we are told, with several other major Shopping Centre projects we

have been hearing about for a while. There’s also other projects

offering good job opportunities for our union members within the CBD

and greater Perth area. 

On top of that, it’s been reported there is a $75 Billion construction mini

‘boom’ about to begin throughout the North West and in the Southern

regions of WA. So, all in all, plenty to look forward to on the jobs front. 

See our Jobs Listing inside this issue.

2019 will be the year we start changing the rules and getting rid of bad

laws which discriminate against construction workers. Sally McManus

has worked tirelessly for the Change the Rules campaign and we are

proud to have had Sally’s support during our own Change the Rules

rally in Perth. 

Sally also took time out to visit and hear the concerns of workers on the

Salini Forrestfield Airport Link project. United, we’ll never be defeated!

ChanGe The RULes?: ChanGe The GOveRnMenT!

Let’s all work hard to ensure victory against the most anti-worker

federal government we’ve ever had in this country.

seCURiTy Of PayMenT

I am proud that your union has led the way in providing a real solution

to the never ending problem of sub-contractors and their workers (our

members) going unpaid as more and more go broke after entering the

race to the bottom . Security of Payment has been a core issue with our

union and we have now devised a new policy and plan for better

government procurement procedures to deliver quality projects for all

Western Australians. 

See a summary of our new Procurement Policy inside this issue. 

NOTE: If you would like a copy of our Procurement Policy document

please call our office on 9228 6900 or email Steve Catania at

scatania@cfmeuwa.com. We will also be making it available through

our social media channels.

We have been very active in taking our fight to the steps of those who

are causing most of the problems associated with major civil projects

in this town – namely Salini Impregilo on the Airport Link, the MRD on

the North link Project and others. We have no problems taking the fight

to the bosses – the time for talk is over!

Another solution we’ve been working hard on is Security of Payment –

our fight with this is the members victory. The Fiocco report with

Matthew Swinbourn has made a series of recommendations to stop the

chain of non-payments, with subbies going broke and workers going

unpaid. We will be continuing the fight to make sure these changes are

implemented far and wide. (See Matthew Swinbourn’s story this issue)

MeRRy ChRisTMas TO aLL CfMeU MeMbeRs anD
ThieR faMiLies 

Finally, let me wish all our members and their families Season

Greetings. Thank you for your support throughout 2108 and let’s look

forward to a safe and more prosperous 2019.

Stay paid up and proud. 

Mick buchan 

State Secretary, CFMEU WA
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CfMeU : ChanGinG The RULes 

Unions right across the country, including

big numbers from the CFMEUWA, rallied to

Change the Rules around May Day and again

in October. 

Together we are campaigning to Change the

Rules and stop sham contracting, end the

abuse of labour hire, remove the rules that

make it harder for unions to ensure that

workers are safe at work and get to go home

to their families.

We’re campaigning to end the damage of 30

years of trickledown economics; 

• Which has put more money in the

pockets of the boss and less money in the

hands of working people;

• Which took away fair and simply ways for

workers to enforce their rights – and gave

us the wage theft business model;

• Which restricted working peoples’ right to

band together, bargain together and take

action together – and gave us record low

wage growth; and

• Which removed protections against

casualisation, sham contracting and

exploited labour hire – and put 40% of

people into insecure work.

Our living standards are now going

backwards, our wages aren’t keeping pace

with the cost of living.

Our kids face a future of permanent job

insecurity, being locked out of the housing

market and being crushed by huge debts for

their education. 

Insecure work means jobs with few or no

rights. It is creating a workforce that is

stressed and with less bargaining power.

Insecure work strips away paid holidays and

puts workers on conditions not seen in this

country for 100 years. 

It is not just the rules at work that are broken.

732 companies in Australia pay no tax.

Profitable companies, household names. Pay

no tax.

The Banking Royal Commission is showing

what happens when you have weak rules

that allow those with power to do what they

want. They exploit it. Farmers, small

businesses and families have been ruined by

the greed of the banks who have been

rewarding executives for foreclosing on

farms, breaking small businesses and

destroying the life savings of working people. 

Australia doesn’t have to be this way. 

Australia can be the land of the fair go. It is

working people, in their unions who make it

fair. 

We need to change the rules so wealth is

more fairly shared. 

We need to change the rules so that when

business does well, so do their workers. 

That is what our campaign is about. 

With this campaign we are setting out our

agenda and making real change.

We’re fighting to abolish the ABCC, for better

right of entry, sector bargaining, and against

exploitative labour hire and sham

contracting. The Change the Rules agenda

will give power to workers and improve pay

and safety on the job site.

We’re fighting against anti-worker legislation

like the Ensuring Integrity bill which would

give the minister and the government the

power to decide who can and can’t run a

union. 

No one will ever decide who can run a union,

other than the workers who have joined

together to stand up for each other.

And we’re winning. Every day our opponents

obsess about our agenda and claim the sky

would fall if people had job security and that

the country will go broke if people get paid

fairly. 

And every day more and more people join

the campaign. More and more people see we

need to Change the Rules so we can all have

more secure work and better pay.

The CFMEU WA is at the frontline of the

campaign to Change the Rules. 

The members of the CFMEU WA show the

discipline and commitment we will all need if

we are to win the changes needed to have

more secure work and better pay.

Standing together. 

As a union. As a movement. As members. As

families. As the working people of Australia.

Together we can Change the Rules.

Let’s all work hard wherever we can to make

it happen in 2019.

See over for pics of the WA Change the

rules rally…. 

The mighty australian
trade union movement
and our Change the
Rules campaign has
had a massive year.

Mick Buchan and Sally McManus leading the way for change

with Sally McManus
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CfMeU : ChanGe The RULes

Thousands Rally to

Around 5000 people on a rainy day, including a mighty turnout from CFMEU WA Members, attended a rally

at Solidarity Park to send a message loud and clear that it’s time to change the rules! 2019 promises to be

an exciting year. Rules that have been unfairly stacked against construction workers will be up for change

as we all have the opportunity to finally get rid of the inept, draconian bunch of conservatives in Canberra.

Join the fight. Join your union. United we’ll never be defeated!
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CfMeU : jOinT sTaTe COnfeRenCe

Joint State Conference
Australia’s two strongest unions as one
The 2109 MUA/ CFMEU State Conference in

March will be the first since our two great

unions merged into the CFMMEU.

Although the union divisions operate

independently, there is no denying that the

merger of our unions gives us a stronger

voice and the ability to act with greater

synergy and power than ever before.

The first Joint State Conference in 2017 was

a huge success and this one will set a new

precedent.

The 5 days of the conference will be jammed

packed with keynote speakers and

delegations representing the interests of our

members across all issues.

Members will be able to vote motions up, to

have their say and their voice heard on

shaping the future direction of their union.

Most importantly, this State Conference

comes at a time when The Rules need to

Change and people held accountable.

Changing the Rules is not just about getting

rid of the current fascist conservative

government, although we all must work hard

and fight for this to happen.

Changing the Rules is about holding any

future government to account, to ensure the

Rules are Changed to create a more equal,

prosperous , fairer and safer future for all our

members. 

Our voice on this will be loud and clear at the

State Conference and we want all of you to

join us.

be a PaRT Of iT.

We ask every member who can, to join the

State Conference and be part of it across the

entire 5 days – especially the opening day.

More information will be sent to all

members soon. Stay tuned.

Touch more
Touch one
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CfMeU :PROjeCT news

Job Opportunities List for paid
up CFMEU Members 2019

LabOUR MaRkeT fOReCasT:

The tide is turning. The outlook for 2019 and

beyond is looking brighter than it has been in

WA for a number of years. A few things to

consider. The North West and CBD will be a

lot more active than in recent years. Labour

market supply will tighten. Your union will be

ensuring that local jobs come first. The

landscape is changing and builders know it. 

The Rules are going to be changed. 

Labour hire will come under greater scrutiny.

We advise you to watch out for any

companies trying to sneak through bad

agreements ahead of this changing tide.

There is an opportunity here for workers and

their unions to negotiate better outcomes

going forward. The message is: Band

together (Union Power). Stick with your

union and let’s go for better wages,

conditions and safety outcomes. 

wanT TO knOw MORe? we don’t
give info to freeloaders!

This list primarily details information on

projects valued $100M plus. Financial

Members are advised to stay in contact with

their CFMEU WA organising team for details

of actual commencement dates and subbies

as they come on board. It is also advisable to

attend members’ monthly meeting at Trades

Hall for updates.

nORTh wesT

The North West is currently experiencing a

resurgence after the ‘boom’. Projects listed

here will provide renewed confidence for our

FIFO workers. In amongst the big projects

there are numerous smaller projects on the

go all the time. 

Our North West Organizer, Paul Ferreira, is

the person to stay in contact with for more

information on jobs up North.

He can be contacted on 0419 812 864 or

email PFerreira@cfmeuwa.com 

Our advice to any workers heading up

north – make sure you are paid up and in the

union.

MeMbeRs OnLy - nO freeloaders

The CFMEU WA will be updating this

information as new projects come on board

or are announced. Paid Up members will be

able to access Project Lists and job

opportunity information as they are updated. 

Union Built is Quality Built. 
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Good news! The jobs front promises to lift off in 2019 compared to recent
years, after almost 5 years of recession left to us by the barnett Government.

numerous projects are slotted to commence in 2019 and very early 2020.

See over for a list of projects due to commence – make sure you are in the union to be kept up to date
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CfMeU : PROjeCT news

JOBS LIST METRO AND
GReaTeR PeRTh aRea

Chevron Tower

The 30-storey Office Tower, to be

constructed by Brookfield on the 6795 sqm

Lot 7 of the waterfront precinct, occupies a

key location at Perth’s newest tourist

drawcard. It is anchored by a three-level

podium building incorporating five street-

facing cafe/restaurants and two shop

tenancies on the ground floor. Construction

is due to commence 2020.

waterbank

Lendlease has lodged plans for its first

commercial tower at the $1.3 billion

Waterbank Urban Regeneration Project on

the edge of the Perth CBD, next to the Swan

River.

The plans are outlined in two separate

development proposals submitted to the

Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority for

either a five-level, 10,570 sqm tower or a six-

level 13,600 sqm building. Construction is

set from the second half of 2019.

Perth hub

Far East Consortium is planning to exploit its

position as first residential option on Perth

City Link as it readies to start selling off-the-

plan apartments in its $170 million tower

Perth Hub.

The 32-storey, mixed-use tower, which will

be built on the Wellington Street side of Perth

City Link near the Dorsett Hotel, will overlook

Perth Arena. Construction August 2019

3 Oceans scarborough 

The 450 million twin-tower high-rise

development in Scarborough has been given

the green light.

A revised version of the development, which

reduced its overall size in part by cutting the

number of apartments and hotel rooms, has

received development approval from the

Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority.

It comprises a 43-storey and a 33-storey

tower, a 119-room hotel and 314 apartments.

The top floor will include an art gallery and

café. Construction 2019.

karrinyup shopping Centre

The Karrinyup Shopping Centre

redevelopment will open in stages, with the

first set to be delivered late next year.

Construction by Multiplex has started on the

$800 million project.

Garden City shopping Centre

AMP Capital is still committed to the $750

million redevelopment of Garden City

Shopping Centre and are making good

progress with finalising a number of key

activities that are required before

construction can commence – anticipated to

be in early 2019

innaloo/westfield stirling shopping Centre

A $600 million redevelopment to transform

the old Innaloo Shopping Centre which will

be renamed Westfield Stirling. 

The redevelopment will double the size of

the existing centre, with more than 300

shops over 110,000sqm, making it one of

WA’s biggest shopping centres. Construction

is expected to start in 2019.

Morley Galleria 

Redevelopment of the Morley Galleria

Shopping Centre, with expansion of the floor

space from 73365sqm to 179415sqm, will

comprise shop, office, consulting rooms,

medical centre, tavern, restaurant, fast food

outlet, theatre, cinema, community and

recreational facilities. 6 stories of serviced

apartments/hotel, above ground and 4 levels

of car parking, 144 apartments and 6 storey

offices above ground level and 2 levels of car

parking. Commencement early to mid 2019.

subiaco Pavilion – Markets

A combination of permanent stalls and pop-

up vendors will feature at a revitalised

Subiaco Pavilion Markets, including a 16

story apartment site. Construction is

expected mid/late 2019

joondalup – aged Care

The old Joondalup Basketball Stadium is to

undergo a $100 million reincarnation as a

multi-generational development with

homes, aged-care, child-care, leisure and

medical facilities. Construction to start 2020.

Curtin University

Long term accommodation with a total of

approximately 2000 student beds, academic

facilities and research space, curated retail

precinct including supermarket facilities,

short stay accommodation/serviced rooms

and commercial offices. 

Due to commence April 2019.

kings square fremantle

The $270 million renewal and revitalisation

of Fremantle’s Kings Square precinct has

started. 

City of fremantle Civic building & Library

Construction of a new 4 storey civic,

library/community hub and administration

building. Early 2019.

Metronet Thornlie-Cockburn Line

Construction of a 17.5km rail link between

Thornlie Station and Cockburn Station. Two

new stations will be constructed at

Nicholson and Ranford Roads in Canning

Vale. Due to commence early 2019.

kwinana waste energy Plant

A $400 million project is set to create about

800 jobs during construction, which is due

to start early in 2019.
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ResOURCe PROjeCTs

• MGJV & UCJV have contracts for the

Woodside Karratha Life Expansion Gas

Plant for around another 5 years. 

• SINO has approximately $1-1.5 Billion in

upgrade works, but it is on hold waiting

for the dispute with Clive Palmer to be

resolved. 

A $4.5 billion Fertiliser Plant, creating

more than 2000 construction jobs, is

planned on the Burrup, with Perdaman

signing up for 20 years of gas from

Woodside. 

For the project to go ahead Perdaman

must finalise agreements with customers

for the two million tonnes of Urea

produced a year. 

Construction due to start early 2020.

• BHP $3.6 Billion South Flank Project with

around 3000 construction jobs, should

start towards the end of the year. Decmil

currently building the camp. 

• Rio Tinto are building a new mine at

Koodiaderi near Newman valued at

around $2 billion, approx. 1700 jobs. 

• FMG have announced that they are

building another $1.9 Billion mine

between Solomon and Kings mines,

expecting around 1800 jobs starting mid

next year. 

• $6 Billion Balla Balla Project. At peak

construction this should create 3500

jobs. The State Government were to seal

the next 50km Karratha to Tom Price

Road to allow day-in-day-out travel from

Karratha. This was supposed to start at the

end of the wet season this year, now it

look likely to be delayed till October 2019

as they have found asbestos veins along

the road. Multiplex is slotted to eventually

build a 700-man camp to support the

construction phase. 

• There is talk of Train 4 at Barrow as

Mammoet are bringing a 1250t crane to

Port Hedland, to be sent to Barrow. 

• Both RCR and CIVMEC Lithium Plants are

in production mode. 

• Pilbara Minerals Pilgangoora Lithium-

Tantalum Project. Their board has

approved a Stage 2 expansion of the

project.

• The state government has given the

environmental tick of approval for a new

Lithium Hydroxide Facility near Bunbury,

which will create more than 1000 jobs

during construction and operation. 

The plant will be built by the world's

biggest Lithium Miner, Albemarle

Corporation, in the Kemerton Strategic

Industrial area 17 kilometres north east of

Bunbury. It will be fed by the nearby

Greenbushes Lithium Mine.

• Neometals has executed an Option

Agreement and Memorandum of

Understanding (MoU) with the City of

Kalgoorlie-Boulder for development of a

Lithium Hydroxide Refinery near the

Goldfields city in Western Australia. The

company is carrying out a Front-End

Engineering Design (FEED) study for the

refinery, with plans for construction in the

June quarter of 2019.

• Mineral Resources have signed up US-

based chemicals giant Albemarle for a 50

per cent stake in its Wodgina Lithium

Project for $US1.15 billion. The deal will

help fund MinRes’ ambitious plans to

establish a Lithium Hydroxide Plant in the

Pilbara. Stay tuned.

• Woodside has chosen Bechtel to build a

second Pluto LNG Train as part of its

$US11 Billion ($15.5 Billion) Scarborough

Project. There’s been rumours about this

for a while – but it is not expected to start

until 2024. Having said that – it’s great

news for the future of Karratha as the

major hub in arguably the most resource

rich area in the world. Its future looks

assured.
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UNION BUILT IS QUALITY BUILT. 100% IN 100% WIN! 
The CFMEU WA will be updating this information as new projects come on board. Paid Up members will be 

available to access Project lists and job opportunity information as they are updated. Union Built is Quality Built.

REGIONAL
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CfMeU : RaCe TO The bOTTOM

Salini Protest 

It appears that history is repeating itself, with

problems continuously surfacing on the

Forrestfield Airport Link Project. It has been

described as WA’s worst ever civil project.

You only have to refer to the Langoulant

‘Special Inquiry into Government Programs

and Projects’ which focused on the issues

around the construction of the Perth

Children’s Hospital, as did the WA Building

Commission report on the same project.

A key finding of the Public Accounts

Committee report into the Perth Children’s

Hospital criticised responsibility for the

project being divided between Strategic

Projects and the Department of Health,

which made them ill-equipped to handle

difficulties with the main contractor. We

suggest that the Perth Transit Authority is

experiencing the same difficulties.

There are lessons that must be learnt. The

problems of process and accountability

encountered during the construction of PCH

are arising again with the FAL. It has a lot to

do with current government procurement

processes and how state authorities go about

managing large scale public infrastructure

projects.

The State Government does not seem to

have overriding control or indeed conduct

the project. 

This is primarily due to the nature of the

contracts. Does this contract enable the State

Government to ensure the project is being

built to deliver quality and value for money

for the WA taxpayer? The WA Government’s

Department of Finance states on their own

website that ‘a public authority must ensure

that its procurement of goods and services

achieves the best value for money outcome.’

So far this has not been achieved.

In the case of the FAL Project we are seeing a

record number of safety breaches and poor

procedures being reported to Worksafe WA. 

Work on the project is deemed to be so

unsafe it has seen a constant turnover of the

workforce. 

Evidence of poor safety presented to Worksafe

WA, resulted in two near fatality incidents, as

well as numerous other accidents resulting in

injuries from crushed hands to broken bones.

The workers themselves have gone out on 

a limb to sound the alarm by getting news 

and evidence out in the public domain in the

hope the state’s chief safety regulator,
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The CfMeU lead by state secretary Mick buchan recently held a protest at the head

Office of forrestfield airport Link Developer, salini impregilo. The delegation

supporting all workers on the project, delivered their concerns in the form of a letter

to salini management who refused to accept it by hand. instead they locked the

doors. This a disgrace, that a developer, being paid by wa taxpayer dollars didn’t not

have the decency to accept the unions written concerns on behalf of their own

workforce, personally. it just typifies what is wrong with this project. salini are

arrogant, aloof and constantly stick their head in the sand. They have no interest in

being a productive, working part of any solution going forward.
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WorkSafe WA, takes action. 

So far not enough has been done to address

the worker’s concerns. Many of their claims,

supported by strong photographic and video

evidence, have been dismissed. 

Understandably the workers are extremely

frustrated and worried that their concerns

are not being appropriately acted upon.  

There is a view that the project, which was

budgeted at $1.8 billion but awarded for a

price of around $600 million below that

figure, has seen multi-layered corners being

cut in relation to safety and engineering

quality. There is also concern about on-

going maintenance costs to the WA Public if

the job isn’t done right, once the standard

warranty period has ended.

The Minister responsible for the project, Rita

Saffioti, has blamed WA’s sandy soil structure

for many of the problems encountered.

While that may have some bearing, it would

be incomplete to suggest that it is the only

reason. The government needs to spend

more time listening to those on the coal face,

who know what’s going on, as well as those

who represent the workers – Unions.

Questions need to be asked about the risk

assessment outlined to the Barnett

Government before approving the contract.

Was the Perth Transit Authority aware of any

undue risk prior to undertaking the

management of the project?

Workers have been sacked, moved on or

threatened with dismissal for ‘leaking’ any

information which shows poor safety or poor

engineering standards on the project. 

We have the unusual circumstance where

Salini Impregilo has been awarded the

contract to operate as the builder and

engineer. Unusual in the sense that this

provides no independent assessments of the

engineering standards as the project is being

built.

The CFMEU would like to remind the

government that they, on behalf of WA

Taxpayers, pay the bills. Salini Impregilo

should not dictate what happens when there

is ample proof the project has fallen off the

rails. Furthermore, action needs to be taken

to ensure this situation doesn’t rollout out

across the entire Metro Net Project.

The problems are well documented and it’s

time to provide a solution to ensure WA

taxpayers are delivered a quality project. 

The CFMEU has led the way by asking for an

independent tripartite Safety Audit. This

would include all unions representing the

workers on the project, Worksafe WA, the

Perth Transit Authority and a separate

independent engineering audit to provide

confidence in the standard of the project ,not

just on completion but going forward.

The WA public deserves at least that much.

Our members deserve more and by sticking

together it will be achieved.

Construction W
orker  :  Sum
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DELIVERING
QUALITY 

fOR waThe community expects the government to
deliver the services and infrastructure we
need, and to ensure work undertaken in the
interests of the people is done so ethically,
responsibly and in line with their
expectations of proper behaviour.
While the government may outsource the
delivery of projects, they cannot outsource
the political risk, nor their obligations to the
community.  
Yet in recent years, the government has
increasingly outsourced delivery of services
and projects to companies who behave
unscrupulously.
Rife across outsourcing is price gouging,
under-delivery, time and cost over-runs,
exploitation of workers, unconscionable
conduct towards subcontractors and threats
to worker and community safety. 
The public has lost faith in the delivery of
essential services by the private sector in
this State.  
They have emphatically expressed their view
about the privatisation of public services,
with their overwhelming endorsement of
Labor’s position not to privatise Western
Power at the last State Election.  
The community expects the government to
take responsibility for delivery of essential
services.  
In the 1980s the Western Australian
government moved away from a centralised
system for the delivery of large-scale
infrastructure, maintenance and major
services.  
The Public Works Department was
dismantled, and there was an increase in
commercial entities being charged with
delivering contracts.  By the 1990s this
model had evolved to the point that the
government had lost nearly all internal
capacity, leaving it with little ability to
effectively oversee service or infrastructure
delivery: they had become uninformed
purchasers and negligent managers of the
workforce that were now in charge of
delivering government projects.
This poor oversight of the contracted arms

of government has been to the detriment of
workers, industry, the community and State
finances.  
Costs have ballooned, worker’s rights
dismantled, delays became commonplace
and the community became desensitised to
disappointment.  
A string of recent failures underlines how
broken the system has become in Western
Australia, with competition on price
delivering poorer overall outcomes for the
community.  
The Perth Children’s Hospital, Perth Arena
and the Fiona Stanley non-clinical services
contract are all etched in the public’s
memory as failures by the government in
project delivery.  
Competition on cost alone has driven
adversarial relationships in the construction
industry, with companies looking to drive
down labour costs.  
There has been a growth in the use of
pyramid contracting, labour on-hire and
subcontracting arrangements, which has
subsequently eroded worker’s rights, wages
and entitlements.  
There are now many layers between the
government and the hired workers, with
opaque company structures making it so
that the government has no line of site on

how contracts are delivering in line with
worker’s rights and if legal and moral
obligations are being fulfilled. 
While other States have taken decisive
action 
to reverse the trend in outsourcing and
focus on total value measures, Western
Australia continues to be an uninformed
purchaser beholden to commercial interests
and advancing a broken, self-interested
outsourcing model that delivers insecure
work for an increasingly fragmented
workforce.
With large infrastructure projects being the
few bright spots for the Western Australian
economy in the coming years, the State has
an opportunity to change how projects are
delivered, value derived while protecting
worker’s rights.
We seek to make an informed and sensible
contribution to the development of a better
way for the Western Australian Government
to procure and deliver services.  We believe
it is time for the government to use some of
the biggest levers it has – how it procures
and delivers projects and services – to
deliver long-term dividends for the State. 
We hope this is the start of a conversation
that will see better outcomes delivered for
the community, cost savings over the
longer-term and allow our hardworking
members to have secure, long-term jobs
that deliver for themselves and their families
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SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS
TO bUiLD a sTROnGeR eCOnOMy, 
a beTTeR COnsTRUCTiOn seCTOR
anD a bRiGhTeR, MORe seCURe
fUTURe fOR OUR MeMbeRs, 
The wesTeRn aUsTRaLian
GOveRnMenT MUsT:

sTOP The wasTe in
COnsTRUCTiOn
1. Explore the opportunity for use of the
Alliance and other emerging models
in delivering large and complex
infrastructure, which would help
restore public sector capability,
ensure best outcomes for the
community and minimise waste.

2. Restore a strong internal procurement
capacity and small project delivery
team, who would determine which
model of procurement to use in
which circumstance and ensure value
is derived over all applicable
performance measures.

3. Apply threshold tests that investigate
and prepare business cases to
determine whether external
procurement is necessary and
desirable – with a commitment to
utilise the directly employed public
sector workforce wherever possible.

GeT a beTTeR ReTURn fROM The
hUnDReDs Of MiLLiOns sPenT On
PRivaTe COMPanies in
COnsTRUCTiOn
4. Develop and enforce a new
methodology for assessing value of
tenders for government contracts
above $20m in value, with the aim of
achieving a balance between social,
environmental and financial factors. 

5. Require companies on major
infrastructure projects to only employ
properly skilled and qualified persons,
engage in skills development and
provide detailed workforce/skills
development plans, including a
mandatory assessable target for the
employment of apprentices, trainees
and cadets.

TReaT wORkeRs DeLiveRinG
GOveRnMenT PROjeCTs Like
GOveRnMenT eMPLOyees
6. Ensure successful tenderers and the
companies they contract to use best
practice industrial relations and
employment standards – consistent
with Australia’s international
obligations.

7. Provide employment security for
workers on projects by requiring all
parties in contract delivery to
demonstrate financial capability
throughout the life of the project,
including subcontractors.  

8. Act to ensure full transparency and
disclosure of financial and workplace
relation records for all parties that are
to be included in the bid.

9. Ensure that all government projects
incorporate a specialist derived
mental health and suicide prevention
program.

10.Develop, in consultation with industry
and unions, an enforceable
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) which forms a pre-
qualification requirement for
tendering on government
construction projects. This would
protect the MOU in legislation when it
is properly established. 

View the complete Delivering Quality for WA Procurement policy document on our
website in the News Centre at https://wa.cfmeu.org.au/  or call our office for a copy on
(08) 92286900
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CfMeU : UniOn news

Our actions start to
see change on
Security of Payments

We recently sent a delegation to protest at the head office of Main Roads, calling for changes around security of payments and other issues found on

government contracted jobs, such as the North Link Project.

It’s been through our actions and efforts, leading the way on all levels, that we are now starting to see some changes around this situation. 

The CFMEU welcomes the announcement by the McGowan State Government that Subcontractors in the building and construction industry will have

increased payment protections for Government works’ projects, under changes to be introduced in 2019, including the decision to expand Project

Bank Accounts for Government projects
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security of Payments has been a core issue for this
union, to ensure our members who get caught up
in sub-contractors going broke, get paid. 
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The WA construction industry has seen sub-

contractor after sub-contractor falling over

and going broke for far too many years. The

victims are not just sub-contractors but hard

working Western Australian construction

workers and their families.

It is a good first step, with more work to be

done, which will come from the Fiasco

report which will examine in detail issues

surrounding sub-contractor non-payment.

whaT we DO knOw is This.

The problem is systemic and has been

allowed to fester and undermine fair wages

and contracts for years. It has sent

companies broke. Ripped families apart.

Destroyed jobs and earned WA the

unenviable label of the Wild West in the race

to the bottom, when it comes to doing

business in this town. 

What’s worse, we don’t just see just see this

on projects involving unscrupulous principal

contractors, we see it on government jobs

where you expect to have a guarantee of

payment, fair treatment and outcomes. This

should not be happening on any job, let

alone state government jobs. 

Our union has unashamedly led the way on

this issue, seeking change to have new

procedures and protections put in place. We

will not rest until we see better legislative

outcomes. 

Head contractors and developers have for

too long been using subbies and their

workers as a personal credit card – asking

them to front up and then not paying the bill,

then walking away when the banks start

calling.

We particularly welcome the decision to

have the small business commissioner

sanction head contractors, ultimately

impacting on their procurement

opportunities. 

It seems pretty clear to us, if head

contractors rip off their subcontractors, they

should not be able to win future state

government jobs. 

The process of ripping of subcontractors

undermines the stability in the construction

industry and undermines the wages and

conditions of construction workers and does

not provide WA taxpayers with the value they

deserve. 

It’s a good first step, but
there’s still more to do. 
Watch this space!
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PUTTING ON   

A big shout to all our CFMEU members building the Ritz        



   THE RITZ

            Carlton Hotel, the first towers at Elizabeth Quay
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GOLDEN TURD AWARD

CfMeU : safeTy shOCkeRs Of The yeaR

�

Salini third world
practices – Anyone else
would use a crane?

BGC expect people to
work like this – If

workers complain they
are down the road

Hanssen – How many
fatalities does it take to
ensure safe working at
heights practices are

enforced

Working at heights –
This is a common
EMCO practice 

Another sink hole
by Salini 

BGC are a joke –
Who could forget
that pathetic toilet 

Report unsafe practices to your union. if your         



  2018
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with Bob Benkesser

Salini’s precast shed Silica
dust everywhere, no
controls not even PPE

Salini third 
world practices
– This is how
they support
pipework

Hanssen
installing
panels over
public areas,
with no
controls –
Luckily no
one was in
the carpark

PACT working at
heights – If the builder
doesn’t enforce safe work
practices no one will

work safely

The contenders for
the 2018 Golden
Turd Award were:
1. worksafe - Unfortunately not much has changed, the
leadership group have presided over a lengthy period of
allowing builders to self-regulate their own safety
standards and now lack the will and motivation to change
direction. Hopefully the new commissioner will change
that.
The leadership of WorkSafe needs to stop blaming a lack of
resources and relying on education. They must try
something different because builders and subcontractors
in Western Australia have been able to do as they please
and get away with it. It is time that WorkSafe grew some
balls and enforce compliance to reduce the incident, injury
and fatality rates in our workplaces.
2. hanssen Pty Ltd. Again nothing has changed. The
CFMEU are currently taking Hanssen to court for denying
union official’s Right of Entry for suspected safety
breaches.
3. bGC - Safety standards on BGC jobs are equal to the
worst builders in Western Australia. They are up there with
the Hanssen’s, EMCO’s and the PACT’s of our industry.
Remember the beautiful toilets they had to remove from
site, the hollow core floor panel falling to the next level, a
number of dropped object incidents and the latest issue
was the counter weights holding down the swing stages
were lifting when workers got into the cradle. When the
CFMEU raised the issue on behalf of workers, the BGC
Safety Advisor stated that the workers won’t have a job
come Monday. The swing stages were fixed and no one got
the sack.
4. PaCT & eMCO - Both builders demonstrate poor levels
of safety compliance, they operate below minimum
standard and have been getting away with poor safety
practice while winning government work. It’s time for
WorkSafe to target these builders in the public interest and
the Government need to ensure they develop a
procurement system that ensures the cheapest tender
doesn’t necessarily win the job. The winning tender must
be able to provide the best levels of safety for workers and
best quality product for the public. 

anD The winneR is...

          employer won’t protect you, the CFMEU will!
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For the second year in a row – Salini Impregilo NRW JV
(Salini). These photos are just a mere glimpse of their third
world safety standards on the Forrestfield Airport Link
Project (FAL). The CFMEU has continually followed up on

workers complaint,s but Salini are still hindering and denying access to the highest risk areas. What have they
got to hide? The culture of non-compliance with safety and health regulations, a lack of genuine consultation
and bullying of workers by management has also continued. The government, the PTA and WorkSafe accept
Salini’s lies. It’s time they listened to the union and spoke to workers. 

We congratulate Salini Impregilo NRW JV, who surged ahead of stiff competition to
be the well deserved winner of the 2018 Golden Turd Award!!! 

Another sink hole
by Salini 

Salini contaminated
overflow into
sensitive

environmental area 

Salini third world
practices – Plant &

personnel interface while
working off pipe work on
slippery uneven footing

Salini third world
practices – non-

compliant handrails

2018 Golden Turd Award WIN
NER!
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CfMeU : fifO news with Mick Buchan

FIFO Mental Health Report Released
GOOD wORkPLaCe
aGReeMenTs LeaD TO beTTeR   -
MenTaL heaLTh.

The CFMEU is issuing an alert to all FIFO

workers in relation to the FIFO Mental Health

Research Report announced this week by

State government. The CFMEU was a key

driver and contributor, to improve conditions

for all FIFO workers and their families.

Although we welcome the report and its

findings, we are skeptical that resource

companies will pay little more than lip

service to the key recommendations. 

Mental health is just as real and legitimate as

any other aspect of safety. The problem goes

beyond companies turning a blind eye to

these issues. We believe companies have

deliberately gone about destroying the sense

of community support and belonging within

the camps.

The report’s key points state that one in three

FIFO workers experienced high or very high

levels of psychological distress, compared to

17 per cent among non-FIFO workers,

culminating in higher rates of suicide,

relationship problems and feelings of

isolation.

All FIFO workers should be on guard against

any Project Agreements which ignore the

recommendations of the report. The onus

should be on all resource companies to

adopt the recommendations.

We have seen too many workers in previous

years, trapped by poor agreements which

have essentially ‘gamed the system’, whereby

companies and organisations such as the

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) ,

draw up agreements and have them voted up

by a handful of people and then have it apply

to thousands of workers on a project. We call

them ‘Fake’ Agreements. For Example: An

agreement drawn up for the Salini

Forrestfield Airport Link Project was voted up

by 3 people – none of them ever worked on

the project!)

We are concerned that ahead of any new

projects commencing, companies and their

representatives, such as the CCI, will be up to

their old tricks, which Fair Work Australia

allows them to do at the present time. This is

another rule that needs to be changed.

Agreements need to include family friendly

rosters, permanent community style

accommodation, access to better

communications, on site mental health

support and fair procedures to deal with

bullying, without fear of prejudiced.

There has been talk out of the report that

companies can self-regulate the situation.

History proves differently, otherwise we

would not have needed a report such as this.

Companies have had years to implement

better FIFO conditions but have chosen to

ignore them.

CFMEU WA State Secretary Mick Buchan says

“Our advice is that if any workers are

confronted with, or feel as though they are

being pressured into signing a ‘dodgy

agreement, ‘they should contact us

immediately. We are also available to sit

down with companies to negotiate any

agreement which includes taking on board

the report’s recommendations to improve

the health and wellbeing of the workforce

and in turn the productivity of any project

which adopts mental health initiatives as best

practice.”
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The report’s key points state that one in three FIFO
workers experienced high or very high levels of
psychological distress, compared to 17 per cent among
non-FIFO workers, culminating in higher rates of suicide,
relationship problems and feelings of isolation.

Fight for better conditions
with your union.
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CfMeU : CfMeU fiGhTinG On bOTh fROnTs 

McGowan Government on path to      
   

Many members of the union will have had

the unfortunate experience of working on a

job where the head contractor or a major

subbie goes bust. 

Most recently we have seen the case of

Cooper and Oxley, which went into

administration, and historically many would

remember when companies like Diploma

Group or D&G Hoists & Cranes closed their

doors.

What happens in most of these cases is that

unsecured creditors lose all the money they

are owed, or get a tiny fraction of it back

some time down the track. The losses can

include: 

• retention money that has been withheld; 

• progress payments that have not been

made; or 

• materials and labour costs associated

with variations. 

It is also the workers that are affected, as they

often have unpaid wages, super and long

service leave owing.  

While some of that can be recovered under

the Federal Government’s FEG program, it

often takes weeks and months to secure. 

The boom and bust nature of the

construction industry and the fact that some

in the industry have been unable to make

sure they pay in full and on time for work

performed and materials provided, has been

an endemic problem since Adam was a boy.

There have been numerous attempts over

the years to address this lack of security

around payments in the industry. 

In 2004 the then Labor Government

introduced the Construction Contracts Act,

which tried to address this. While this Act

went some way to improving the industry,

the problems with security of payment in the

industry continued. In 2016 the Barnett

Government introduce Project Bank

Accounts (PBA) on some of its construction

projects, following many of the failures on

John Holland’s Perth Children’s Hospital

project. While this was a positive step, it only

covered a very narrow range of the overall

construction work. 

When the McGowan Government got

elected, it committed to improving security

of payment in the construction industry. To

this end, the Premier has recently announced

that PBA’s will be rolled out on State

Government projects where the total value

of works exceeds $1.5 million. This will come

into effect from 1 July 2019. PBAs provide

better protection to subcontractors and,

consequently, reduces the financial stress on

them, their workers, suppliers and families. 

Additionally, PBAs improve the speed of

payment for subcontractors and increase

transparency in the payment process.

a subcontractor support Unit
will also be established and
overseen by the small business
Commissioner.

The Commissioner will have the power to:  

• Compel head contractors on

Government projects to prove payment

to subcontractors; 

• Shield subcontractors from retribution for

lodging complaints, by allowing them to

be anonymous;

• Conduct random and targeted audits,

based on intelligence and tip offs;

• Make recommendations to Government

to sanction head contractors, ultimately

impacting on their future procurement

opportunities in WA; and

• Showcase best practice contractors in the

State. 

The unit is expected to be operating in the

first half of next year.

In relation to non-Government construction

work, the Minister for Commerce, Bill

Johnston, established an Industry Advisory

Group (IAG) earlier this year to look at

security of payment reform in that part of the
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  reform Security of Payment 
in the construction industry
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with Matthew Swinbourn

industry. Bill asked me to be the Assistant

Chairperson on the IAG and he appointed

John Fiocco as the Chair. John is a highly

experienced barrister with experience with

contracts and the construction industry. A

number of key stakeholders were appointed

to the IAG, including the CFMEU, who more

than ably represented the interests of

construction workers. We held a series of

workshops to flesh out and discuss a range

of issues and options for reform. This was

followed by submissions from stakeholders

and one on one meetings. Following this

John and I, supported by a Secretariat from

the Building Commission, prepared a report

with findings about the construction industry

and recommendations to the Government

on how to improve security of payment in

the industry. John and I provided the report

to the Minister on 31 October 2018, and it has

only just been publically released on 11

December 2018. The report includes 44

recommendations to reform the building

and construction industry to better protect

security of payments for subcontractors. I

will give a full report to members on the

report and its recommendations in the next

journal. What I can say now is that the

construction industry has a problem with

companies going bust and leaving subbies

and workers out of pocket. The rate at which

this happens is not acceptable, so the

industry needs reform to make it a much

rarer event.

WATCH THIS SPACE! 

View the  complete report on security of

payments: https://bit.ly/2rxWzol
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CfMeU : CRane & RiGGinG RePORT James Massey

CFMEU WA’s anti flat rate campaign is running well. We met with Freo Group’s finance man a few weeks back to explain how the CFMEU has claims that

the flat-rates in their agreement don’t pass the Better Off Overall Test (BOOT). That agreement was voted down by a fully casualised workforce, one of

the first times ever in Australia.

The meeting ended with our claim being understood by both parties. The only disagreement was that Freo Group has maintained that their workers in

the shutdown sector are not shift workers. The CFMEU have, from day one, been confident that the 24 hour cycle in which shutdowns are planned

require use of the structure of both Dayshift and Nightshift. There are additional shift allowances that are not being factored into the flat-rate. Don’t be

fooled into voting up any agreement without contacting your Union.

We need to congratulate and support our comrades in NSW on their industry campaign to bring the industry on a pattern agreement which brings back

a level playing field for companies to win their contracts on ability, not by how cheap they quote jobs. We are pushing for the same here in the West.

Industry agreements are the only way forward, and its time for crane companies to remember their commitment to the Crane Industry Council of

Australia (CICA) and start pricing jobs that incur business productivity and, most of all, pushing the industry back up to where it should be.

Please keep calling up when you see something on the job that doesn’t seem right. I appreciate all the calls and texts I have received since I took the job on. 

Until next year, I hope all our members and their families have a safe and enjoyable Christmas break.

�
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construction workers; brick workers; miners;

demolition workers; stonecutters (including

jewellery); workers involved in drilling,

polishing, crushing; pottery makers;

glassmakers; farmers; soap or detergent

manufacturers; dentists; auto workers.

associated cancers

Lung cancer

Other health effects

Silicosis (a scarring or inflammation of the

lungs caused by inhaling silica dust),

pulmonary tuberculosis, chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease, and autoimmune disease

(rheumatoid arthritis).

OTheR DanGeROUs
CaRCinOGens TO waTCh OUT
fOR...

Each listed substance has been deemed a

known carcinogen by the International

Agency for Research on Cancer.

• asbesTOs

Occupations at risk

Asbestos miners; brake repair mechanics;

building demolition or maintenance workers;

carpenters; cabinetmakers; construction

workers; electricians; plumbers; plaster and

drywall installers; auto mechanics. 

Buildings such as schools, hospitals and

offices constructed before 1980 may contain

asbestos insulation.

associated cancers

Lung, larynx and ovary cancer and

mesothelioma (extremely fatal cancer of the

lining of the lung or abdominal cavity) 

Other health effects

Asbestosis (scarring of the lungs making

breathing difficult).

26

CfMeU : yOUR safeTy is OUR PRiORiTy

CRysTaLLine siLiCa (siLiCOsis)

It is just as deadly as Asbestosis. Silicosis is one on the oldest diseases caused by the inhalation of

silica containing dust. Symptoms can take between 5-10 years to develop depending on the

exposure levels. Crystalline silica is found in stone, rock, sand, gravel and clay, as well as products

such as bricks, tiles, concrete and some plastic materials. When these materials are worked on,

respirable crystalline silica may be released as a fine dust (commonly known as silica dust).

Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS) can be harmful if you breathe it in. RCS dust particles are much

smaller than normal dust, and they can get deep into your lungs and stay there, permanently

damaging the lung tissue and eventually leading to serious lung diseases in some people. 

RCS dust can cause silicosis (scarring and stiffening of the lungs) and diseases like emphysema and

bronchitis. It is understood that particles less than 10 microns can be respirable.

Western Australia with it’s sandy soils is high risk.

Controlling RsC - Practical examples

Where work activities have the potential to

generate RCS dust, a safe work method

statement (SWMS), procedures or similar

should be developed and implemented

clearly referencing the RCS dust controls.

People carrying out activities should be

consulted in the development of SWMS /

procedures and controls. 

People carrying out activities should be

inducted into the applicable SWMS /

procedure and workplace supervisors should

monitor compliance with SWMS /

procedures.

Where RCS dust has the potential to be

generated the following controls include but

are not limited to:

 Wetting or dampening down surface

areas

 Using water sprays during earth works

and demolition, etc

 Using mobile plant with enclosed cabs

 Using wet sweepers / vacuums (with ‘H’

or ‘M’ class filters) to clean up (where

practicable)

 Collection and containment of dust and

smaller off-cuts in suitable containers

/bags prior to disposal

 Using respiratory protection equipment

(RPE).

 RPE is required to be worn, maintained

and disposed of in accordance with

manufactures specifications. The use of

respiratory protection equipment (RPE)

should be used in conjunction with other

controls (where elimination is not

practically achievable) and should not be

considered as a stand-alone control.

On-tool dust extraction/ collection/

suppression systems should be used and

maintained where the work involves cutting,

drilling or grinding materials containing

crystalline silica, these include but are not

limited to:

 Wet cutting / water suppression systems

 Localised extraction (fixed or on-tool)

 Dust hoods attached to vacuum cleaner

 Shadow vacuuming.

Occupations at risk

Quarry workers; plasterers; dry wallers;
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What can kill you?    
Silicosis making a dreaded comeback



Cancer killers in construction
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• beRyLLiUM

Occupations at risk

Beryllium mining workers; beryllium alloy

production workers; metal products

manufacturing; electronic equipment

production; welders; grinders; sandblasters;

machinists; dental workers; jewelers;

construction workers; electricians.

associated cancers

Lung cancer

Other health effects

Acute beryllium disease (resembles

pneumonia); chronic beryllium disease

(inflammatory lung disease that causes

fibrosis); skin contact can lead to allergic

response

• COaL TaR anD COaL-TaR
PiTChes

Occupations at risk

Roofers; pavers; road, bridge and building

construction workers; glassmakers; chemical

manufacturing workers; paint and adhesive

manufacturing workers.

associated cancers

Skin, lung and scrotal cancer

Occupations at risk

Painters; manual labourers; product

assemblers and foundry workers.

associated cancers

Nasopharyngeal cancer and leukemia

Other health effects

Suspected links to childhood asthma and

reproductive problems in women. Even at

very low levels of exposure it irritates eyes

and breathing passages.

• wOOD DUsT

associated cancers

Cancers of the nasal cavities, paranasal

sinuses (adjacent to nasal cavity) and

nasopharynx (part of pharynx, behind the

nose)

Other health effects

Eye irritation, nosebleeds, dermatitis,

respiratory hypersensitivity, asthma, cough,

wheezing, prolonged colds

Construction W
orker  :  Sum
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er 2018

• skin CanCeR

Let’s not forget skin cancer. Melanoma is an

insidious diseases that can strike anyone, not

matter what your skin tone. Thousands of

people worldwide who have worked

outdoors in construction are diagnosed with

skin cancer each year.  

The best prevention is simple. Slip, slop, slap.

Cover up wear a 50+ sunscreen – make sure

your worksite provides sunscreens and

protection.

fURTheR infORMaTiOn

If you need farther information about the

effect of carcinogens in the construction

industry contact union the CFMEU WA on

9228 6900 for help and advice.

Your safety and future wellbeing is our priority.

SALINI SILICA SHAME!
Pre-Fab shed on FAL Project
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CfMeU : nORTh wesT news by Graham Pallot & Paul Ferreira

GET IN FRONT AS NW
BOUNCES BACK

aLL wORkeRs heaDinG TO The
nw neeD TO be in The UniOn.

A $75 Billion resources construction

boom is poised to again transform

the WA economy, creating thousands

of new jobs
After a few years in the doldrums, following

the peak of the last resources boom, it

appears as though the North West is

rebounding with numerous new project

announcements and several others in the

pipeline.

GOOD news!

It’s been reported that a $75 Billion resources

construction boom is poised to again

transform the WA economy, creating

thousands of new jobs in the process. This

time around it’s only fair that workers get their

share and better conditions. 

Always remember they can’t dig it up without

you. Some projects may be a while off yet, but

the intention to develop these sites is a vote of

confidence for the area that drives Australia’s

economy.

If you read the media, it seems new industries

such as Lithium, even GOLD are leading the

way. That may be so and it’s good to see

diversity in the NW resource sector. But the old

staples, such as LNG and Iron Ore, have plenty

of large projects planned which will keep our

members in jobs heading into the future.

ORGanise!

Can I just remind anyone going to the North

West, based on the last ‘boom’, that they

make sure they are in the union prior to

going on site. Who knows what swifties the

bosses will pull this time around, and it’s

better if we are aligned and in the union, to

stick together and be in a position to

counteract any bullshit they throw at us.

waTCh OUT…

On that point. We are already seeing

companies such as Mono’s trying to put one

over workers by pre-empting their current

agreement before the full term expires and

get workers to vote new 4 year agreements

up, 18 months before the existing crap

agreement finishes. The bosses are worried!

I am glad to say that, through our union’s

campaign, this has been knocked on the

head with a resounding NO VOTE. We will be

keeping an eye out for anyone else trying to

do the same. (Times ARE changing and the

bosses know it!) 100% in 100% win!

The message is clear comrades ‘Don’t sign or

do anything without taking to your union. If

in any doubt contact me on 0419 812 865 or

email gpallot@cfmeuwa.com.

LOCaL jObs

WA is coming out of a recession and work

will be picking up, and along with that will be

a tightening of labour supply. 

We want to ensure that this time around it

will locals for local jobs – with maximum pay

and conditions! 

To achieve that, it’s not only vital to be in the

mighty CFMEU WA, but also consider joining

our CFMEU/FIFO WA Labor Party branch. This

was set up to have worker based influence to

change the rules and ensure construction

workers were not treated as some isolated

lepers as they are with the Liberal party. 

The times are changing, and every member

we have in the union and in our own Labor

Party branch helps us to make things happen

for the benefit of construction workers. 

If you would like more info contact Steve

Catania at scatania@cfmeuwa.com 

In closing we would like to wish all our

members and their families’ season’s

greetings. 

Your union is working as hard as you are to

achieve positive change. 2019 is shaping up

to be an important year. Let’s all stick

together and get things done as one!

In this issue we have published a ‘Jobs’ list of

new projects that have been announced, not

only in the Perth CBD but also the North

West. If you require any more information, as

a paid up and proud member, contact me on

0419 812 865 or our North West Organiser

Paul Ferreira on 0419 812 864.

Keep up to date on our Facebook page

@CFMEUWA

More workers will be heading North – Be strong in the Union!
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CfMeU : UniOn news

Finbar builderHanssenPtyLtd in
massivewage theft claim.Total could
run into tens of millions of dollars

Finbar is WA’s major developer of high

rise apartment projects. The claim is

shaping up as arguably biggest ever

wage theft claim ever seen in WA.

The CFMEU is taking Hanssen Pty Ltd,

Finbar’s primary building company, to court

over underpayments which could total tens

of millions of dollars. The case goes to court

in the Federal Court of Victoria.

The CFMEU commenced legal action against

Hanssen Pty Ltd (Hanssen) and Personnel

Contracting Pty Ltd T/A Construct Contractor

Solutions (Construct).

How Hanssen Pty Ltd rorted the system: 

The CFMEU is alleging that Construct and

Hanssen Pty Ltd misrepresented a young

temporary visa construction worker as an

independent contractor, when he was in fact

an employee, that resulting in him being

underpaid thousands of dollars.

Hanssen Pty Ltd is one of Western Australia’s

largest apartment builders and Construct

provides thousands of tradespersons and

labourers to Hanssen Pty Ltd.

The CFMEU alleges that Construct paid the

construction worker between $22 and $23

per hour for all the hours he worked,

including overtime and weekends. Further,

Construct failed to provide annual leave, sick

leave and public holiday payments.

In documents lodged in the Federal Court,

the CFMEU alleged Construct purported to

engage the young temporary visa worker as a

‘self-employed contractor’. However, under

workplace laws, the worker was actually an

employee of Construct.

Further, the CFMEU contends that Hanssen

was accessorily liable for the

underpayments, as they aided, abetted,

procured or were knowingly involved in

Construct’s underpayments of the

construction worker.

CFMEU WA Branch Secretary Mick Buchan

said “the decision was made to commence

legal action because this matter involves a

vulnerable young worker being exploited on

a temporary visa”.

“We treat matters where employers fail to

provide basic lawful entitlements to

vulnerable employees very seriously. Every

single worker in Australia has the same

workplace rights, regardless of their visa

status, ethnicity or linguistic background”.

Thousands of workers impacted – millions

of dollars involved:

The CFMEU believe that there are thousands

of current and former construction workers

who have worked on Hanssen sites during

the last 10 years who have been denied

minimum employment entitlements by

being misrepresented as independent

contractors

Mick Buchan says “the impact of this case for

workers on Hanssen sites is massive.

Thousands of Hanssen workers have been

paid less than the minimum Award rates of

pay over the past decade. The extent of

underpayments runs into tens of millions of

dollars”.

The CFMEU is highly critical of the role that

the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO) has played

in overseeing employment standards in the

construction industry.

Fair Work asleep:

“The extent of underpayments on Hanssen

Pty Ltd sites shows that the FWO has been

asleep at the wheel. Their recent prosecution

of Construct in the Federal Court shows how

inept the FWO are. The FWO seek to absolve

Hanssen of the responsibility of ensuring

labour hire employees on their sites are paid

correct wages and entitlements and clearly

don’t have the stomach to go after the ‘big

end of town’” Mick Buchan said.

Even worse is the fact that the Australian

Building and Construction Commission

(ABCC) have outsourced their obligation to

ensure employers comply with the law,

despite claiming to be an all service

regulator. The FWO have turned a blind eye

to the role Hanssen has played in vulnerable

workers being exploited. It highlights the

inherent bias of the ABCC.

The CFMEU understands that the FWO has

identified just five cases of worker

exploitation on Hanssen sites in the last ten

years. The only organisation looking after

construction workers, and is prepared to hold

employers and builders to account, is the

CFMEU. This matter may extend to include all

those construction workers who have worked

under these dodgy arrangements in the past

and may be one of the biggest wage claims in

Western Australian history.

Penalties

The CFMEU alleges Hanssen and Construct

committed several breaches of the Fair Work

Act. The companies face penalties of up to

$54,000 per contravention.

Watch this space.

�
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CfMeU : eDiTORiaL COMMenT

Jaxon should be charged over deaths

�

The case involving two workers who died at

the Jaxon Bennet Street, East Perth Site in

2015, is a prime reason why the WA

Government needs to introduce Industrial

Manslaughter laws as the ultimate deterrent.

The two workers were killed on site, crushed

by concrete panels during their ‘smoko’

break.

Worksafe WA has chosen only to prosecute

trucking company Axedale Holdings, who

transported the panels to site, and are now

pursuing the site manager.

Where is the case against Jaxon, the principal

builder, for at least failing to provide

adequate supervision and a safe workplace?

While playing the blame game, Jaxon have

sunk themselves using their own words,

which sums up the attitude that led to the

deaths of two innocent men in the prime of

their life.

Jaxon Health and Safety Manager Brent

Stewart said it would have been the

responsibility of the crane operator to ensure

the area was taped off. He said it would “not

be practical” for a site manager to 

be aware of every practice of every

subcontractor on a busy worksite.

Jaxon general manager Bradley Vandongen

agreed it would be impossible for a site

manager to be across every operation.

This is the problem and where Jaxon’s

attitude comes unstuck. 

A crane lift involving concrete panels is NOT

just another practice or operation. It is a

major operation on any construction site,

and one that everyone should be across. The

delivery, lifting and placement on site should

be planned with almost military precision

before the truck even arrives on a site.  These

comments from Jaxon make it sound as

though a concrete lift was akin to emptying

the site bins.

Furthermore, if they believe their own

comments then the site was under-

supervised, given the number of workers on

the project and the task at hand. 

Worksafe’s decision not to pursue the

company (Jaxon) over the deaths is just

another example where WA’s Chief Safety

Regulator has decided to bury their head in

the sand and put the pursuit of justice in the

too hard basket. 

iT’s nOT GOOD enOUGh. iT’s nOT

jUsTiCe. iT’s jUsT PLain wROnG.

Industrial manslaughter laws would hold to

account company directors who think they

are devoid of any responsibility and

engender a completely different attitude to

workplace safety.
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CfMeU : Life MeMbeRs

Welcome aboard the 
Good Ship Solidarity.

CfMeU Life MeMbeRs
ChRisTMas CaTCh-UP
We recently honoured those Life Members and

their partners who helped to build this state,

our union and rights for workers. 

The best way we can honour them is to keep

building on their efforts – to stand up and

fight. 

It was a great day with many friendships

renewed, stories told and solidarity with the

union. 

Respect. CfMeU. Proud Past. vital future.

�
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Meet your fellow CFMEU Members

Name? Nathan Fisher

Age? 31

Occupation? Formworker

Member since? 2012

Your CFMEU Organiser?

Troy Smart

Why did you join the industry?

Enjoy it

What do you like about the constructio
n industry?

Freedom

Favourite Car? Holden 

Favourite Music? Heavy metal 

Best Movie? Binge series? Reservoir Dog
s, Justified

Food? Pizza

Sports Team? Geelong Cats

Social media: Are you a Facebook or In
stagram fan?

Facebook

Other social media? Snapchat

What pisses you off most? Perth Traffic

What would you like to achieve in nex
t 5 years?

More Kids

What was your reason for joining the u
nion?

Solidarity

What Appeals to you most about the u
nion?

Gives workers a voice

What union benefits do you like most?

24/7 Insurance

Why should non-union workers join a u
nion? 

Need to unite for better pay and conditions

What worries you about your working 
future 

(what rules do you want changed)?

Safety is slipping. Better EBA’s

Construction W
orker  :  Sum

m
er 2018

Name? Dylan Kennedy

Age? 19

Occupation?

Apprentice Ceiling Fixer 

(Currently on Ritz project)

Member since? 2016

Your CFMEU Organiser? Ian Gill

Why did you join the industry?

I really enjoy the construction side of things, looked to
industry for a steady job, love working with my hands and
having the satisfaction of contributing to a finished job. 
What do you like about the construction industry?
Finishing a job and taking pride that I did that!

Favourite Car? Nissan Skyline GTR 

Favourite Music? R & B

Best Movie? Binge series? Fast and Furious

Food? Chicken Parmi 

Sports Team? Ireland’s Rugby Team

Social media: Are you a Facebook or Instagram fan?
Instagram

Other social media? Nah

What pisses you off most? People talking BS

What would you like to achieve in next 5 years?
Finish my apprentice and become fully qualified

What was your reason for joining the union?
Fair pay and fair treatment on site

What Appeals to you most about the union?
The benefits it provides companies and workers 

What union benefits do you like most? Fair Pay
Why should non-union workers join a union? 
The union ensures fair treatment in the workplace. 
All people should join

What worries you about your working future 
(what rules do you want changed)?

Employment! Making sure people are kept on so they can
provide for themselves and their future
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Outer suburbs not out of sight
I don’t know why it is, but some builders out

in the suburbs seem to think they can get

away with operating sites which are totally

disorganised, and a pigs mess at best. The

crap conditions that workers have to put with

is disgusting. When the unions arrives, things

take shape pretty quickly, but the bosses

always appear more ready to have an

argument than set about fixing the problems. 

Your union gets around to as many sites as

possible to spot safety disasters and poor site

conditions. I’d like to give a shout out to

those workers who provide us with photos

and evidence through our social media

channels, of poor safety conditions. 

The more we are aware, the more we can fix.

Butler High School was an example of a site

that was an absolute mess. A safety walk

soon had things back on track – general

safety was atrocious on this government

project, WA taxpayers and workers deserve

better.

Firm Constructions, who are doing a

retirement village in Karrinyup, is another

builder that needs to clean up its act. It was

good that we were there to make sure they

knew what to do!

On the subject of Karrinyup, the New

Karrinyup Shopping Centre development has

finally started. Owned by the AMP Group, the

mega project is being built by Multiplex. 

See our jobs list in this issue. 

Stay close to your union for more

information on job opportunities as things

move along in early 2019.

We will continue to keep a close watch on

the PACT Inner City School Project. When

you see PACT projects around the place you

know  there’s a lot of work to do. Any

problems let us know.

Wishing everyone Season’s Greetings. 

Stay safe over the holiday break

CfMeU : nORTheRn sUbURbs RePORT with Chris Da Silva

�

Name? Jordan Walker

Age? 25

Occupation? Advanced rigger/scaffolder 

Member since? 2013 

Your CFMEU Organiser? Troy Smart/Chris Frawley

Why did you join the industry? I joined the industry because my dad got his trade in the navy, so I have bee
n around it my whole life.

What do you like about the constructio
n industry? I love working in construction as it's a high r

isk working environment, keeps me 

on my toes and I'm learning something new every day. My ultimate goal is to eventually work offshore.

Favourite Car? It would have to be a SR5 Hilux because tha
t's what I own

Favourite Music? Pantera, Parkway Drive 

Favourite TV Series? Game of Thrones

Favourite Movie? 13 Hours or Lone Survivo
r.

Food? Garlic prawns 

Sports Team? North Queensland Cowboys and Queenslan
d Maroons

What pisses you off most? Is these big corporate company's constantly taking from the workers on the ground and never giving
 

anything back. We spend half our lives away from family and friends and special occasions and ge
t no Thank you for it.

What would you like to achieve in nex
t 5 years? Over the next 5 years I would like to expand

 my knowledge in the rigging and 

construction industry to eventually get my turn in a crane, pay off some of my mortgage and travel the world.

What was your reason for joining the u
nion? My old man has been in the union for as long as I can

 remember so it was always 

something I was keen to do. Union support, sup
porting everyone else to fight for what we d

eserve and what we're entitled to.

What Appeals to you most about the u
nion? Union Benefits such a free travel insurance a

nd ambulance cover are very helpful, 

also getting cheaper tickets as well.

Why should non-union workers join a u
nion? I believe if we all stand together as on

e then we will not have to put up with these
 grubby 

conditions, labour hire, and get everything w
e're entitled too. We have to remember the generation before us stood outside 

the gate to fight for 

what we have. Together as one we can make this industry a lot better – pip and redundancy, super paid on all hours
 and a decent penalty rate.

Meet your fellow CFMEU Members Continued
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CfMeU : UniOn PROfiLe

Tracey Heimberger– an inspiration
Tracey heimberger is a proud unionist

and indigenous woman. Many of you

may have seen Tracey at various union

events. More than likely she had her

camera in hand (Tracey is also a

brilliant photographer). she works

hard for workers’ rights, womens’

rights, and indigenous rights and is an

inspiration to all who meet her. 

we are proud to present profile of

Tracey heimberger.

My name is Tracey Heimberger. I am a widow

and mother to 15-year-old twin boys. I am

Ballardong and originally come from the

Avon Valley (Pingelly). I spent most of my

childhood living in Pingelly and Corrigin. I

now reside in Roebourne. 

I am a schoolteacher by trade and obtained a

Bachelor of Arts in Education degree at Edith

Cowan University. I also possess Certificate

IV in Workplace Training. I am very fond of

training. I particularly get enjoyment from

working with other Indigenous people to

pass on knowledge and skills that I have. I am

a strong believer in ‘each one-teach one’.

I have been involved with unions and a

member of 5 unions throughout my working

career. I was first involved in union activism

with the public sector union in the early

1990’s, where I assisted with the

development of the first Indigenous

engagement strategy. 

I have volunteered since I was 16 years old

and the first project I worked on was the

establishment of the Perth Aboriginal

Medical Service (Derbaarl Yerrigan Aboriginal

Health Service).

I was recently made redundant from Rio

Tinto Iron Ore and now work for myself as a

full-time professional photographer. 

Photography takes me to many places. I have

photographed small and large events such as

conferences, veterans World Rugby games,

weddings and cultural events (Yaban Festival)

in Sydney, Perth, New Zealand, Georgia

(USA), Japan and Rio de Janiro. Many of my

photographs appear in newspapers (state

and national), Rio Tinto and Woodside

publications, Aboriginal corporation

newsletters and various union publications. 

I thoroughly enjoy photographing union

events in a volunteer capacity. It makes me

feel good to ‘give back’ to our unions.

I am a (feathered) bird nerd and love avian

photography. In 2015 I won 5/10 categories

in the Explore Australia photography

competition.

I am passionate about improving social and

emotional well-being for Indigenous people

and am involved in a number of local

community projects in and around

Roebourne. I have no apology for being

involved in the capacity as an activist in both

Indigenous affairs and the union movement.’

Dare to Struggle. Dare to Win.

�
I am currently a member of two unions (the Western
Mine Workers Alliance, AWU, CFMEU WA, Construction
Division and the First Nations Alliance of Workers).
‘‘

’’
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abs: waGes
sTaLLeD, 
aLL wORk 
Less seCURe 

Median wage growth has been stalled at under 2% over recent years according to the national Australian Bureau of Statistics.

The data also reveals that: 

• One in four workers are paid less than $680 per week – almost $40 less than the minimum wage.

• 19% of Australian workers do not have a guaranteed minimum number of hours each week.

• 24% have earnings which vary through the year.

This is the face of the insecure work crisis and it is making it impossible for a huge number of Australian workers to do long-term or even short-term

financial planning.

ACTU President Michele O’Neil said: “We need to change the rules to ensure that working people have decent wages on which they can support

themselves and their families, and certainty in employment which allows them to plan their lives.”

CFMEU WA State Secretary Mick Buchan says: “During tough times workers were asked to tighten their belts to help companies through lean times. It

was either that or the door. Now that Companies are making huge profits, they want to tighten their grip around workers throats. It’s not on, you can’t

have it both ways. We are seeing workers across the country standing up for their fair share and to raise the standard for themselves, their industry and

the future. As far as this union is concerned, we are going to fight for better wages and conditions, and we will be at the front leading that change.”
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CfMeU : COMMUniTy CaMPaiGns

�

Supporting First Nations Voice

CfMeU : UniOn news with Vinnie Molina

Salini workers elect their union Rep

Enough is enough! More than a year after the FAL Project kicked off, Salini workers have elected their workers representative.

The project has been plagued with pay queries, miscalculation on entitlements in pay packets and safety problems.

On 25th October, inspired by meeting and listening to the ACTU Secretary Sally McManus at an early morning BBQ, workers unanimously voted Gerry

Touheg as their workers rep.

FAL workers will be represented by Gerry, who is highly respected and not afraid of saying a thing of two if required.

We wish Gerry all the very best on his election and take the opportunity to remind our readers that workers who stick together win together.

�

Salini workers proud to elect their Rep 

The CFMEU nationally was proud to support a campaign supporting the ‘Uluru Statement from the Heart’ giving First Nations People a voice in the

constitution and for it to be put to the Australian people at a referendum. It’s time to give our indigenous people a voice as part of our constitution.
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CfMeU : COMMUniTy CaMPaiGns

R-E-S-P-E-C-T!
to violence againstWomen

�

NO
The statistics about gender-related violence

in Australia are too shocking to ignore.

Over 60 women have been killed

this year. victims are added every

day. it has to stop. attitudes need

to change.

Our union can’t accept it. We won’t accept it.

We all need to do better.

That’s why we were proud to support 16 days

of action against gender related violence

during November and December, as a part of

an international campaign to raise awareness

of the issues and to create some action and

prevention going forward.

This is an issue everywhere in society, but it’s

also a union issue. 64% of working women,

including our members, have experienced

bullying, harassment, sexism and violence in

their workplace. When any group of union

members faces statistics like that, we will

stand with them and fight back. We must

stand with our women members now.

whaT Can we DO?

• We can declare that violence against

women is never acceptable.

• Work alongside women in ending

violence against women.

• We should be talking with our mates, our

sons, our families. Women and girls need

respect and need to be treated as equals.

We also need to be having the public

conversations, using our influence where

we can.

• Men need to help other men understand

that violence against women is fuelled by

attitudes and beliefs that women are

worth less than men, or are the property

of men

Your union along with all others have always

been at the forefront of social change. While

wages, safety and conditions will remain a

priority, it’s no use having the better of all

those things if victims live their lives treading

on egg shells. 

It all starts with Respect. Respect this

campaign and other like it. Changing the

Rules can also start around the kitchen table. 

Think abOUT This.

The national terrorist threat level has not

changed since 2015.

But 1.6 million women (16% of all women

since the age of fifteen) have experienced

violence by a partner in 2016 (ABS stats).

The 2017 Budget allocated $321 million to

the Australian Federal Police for national

security measures.

But only $50 million was allocated for

domestic and family violence [Monash

University].

Besides the physical and mental harm,

victims and survivors of domestic violence

also carry the main financial burden.

Violence against women costs Australia $21.7

billion a year according to Price Waterhouse

Coopers. 

Why are the Morrison Government’s

priorities so arse-about?
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CfMeU : CbUs news

CBUS backs measures to address phoenixing

Cbus, Australia’s leading building and

construction industry superfund, has backed

the introduction of Director Identification

Numbers (DINs), in a submission to the

Senate. 

Cbus Group Executive, Robbie Campo, said

the measures would help protect members’

entitlements from illegal phoenixing. 

“Cbus strongly supports efforts to combat

illegal phoenixing activity and to hold both

those people who conduct and those who

facilitate the activity accountable,” Ms

Campo said in the submission. 

Phoenixing is the intentional act of

liquidating a company in order to avoid

payment of outstanding debts to creditors,

including wages, superannuation and other

workplace entitlements.

“The impact of illegal phoenixing activities

on Cbus members has been significant. It is

recognised that the construction and

building industry in Australia has a significant

problem with phoenix activity. “

“The Australian Securities and Investment

Commission (ASIC) has stated that ‘The

construction industry is the highest

represented sector in illegal phoenixing

activity.’”

The introduction of DINs would help level

the playing field for the majority of

companies who do the right thing, by

removing some of the unfair competitive

advantages gained by people who wilfully

avoid their legal and regulatory obligations.

The Cbus submission argues that DINs

structures could substantially improve the

capacity to detect those directors who had

previously been involved in illegal potential

phoenix activity early on and create a

framework for identifying how Cbus deals

with these companies. 

The new regime could assist Cbus and

service providers in the early identification of

directors who have a track record of illegal

phoenix activity and assist in effective

communication of such activity to the

regulators.

“Over the past 10 years Cbus, working with

Industry Funds Credit Control (IFCC), has

recovered more than $31M in members’

superannuation entitlements from

insolvency actions,” Ms Campo said.

“In the past five years Cbus has recovered

around $330M in unpaid superannuation

owed to members and more than $600M

over the past 15 years.”

Industry Super Australia, the peak body for

Industry Funds, has previously called for the

DINs regime to be implemented as a matter

of priority. 

This would require all directors to confirm

their identity and their DIN will become a

unique identifier across all companies in

which they hold directorships. This will

provide traceability, improved tracking of

directors across multiple companies, and

prevent the use of fictitious identities to

avoid liabilities. 

Cbus’ submission to the inquiry can be found

at: https://bit.ly/2UeSBhG
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CfMeU : sOUTheRn ROUnD UP with Troy Smart

�

As mentioned in the last journal the big Kemerton lithium project has now been

announced. The South West regional and metro area including the Kwinana strip

is staring to really pick up. AS this pic of the  crew shows , unity is best way forward

to ensure all workers get better pay, conditions and safety. So let’s all fight

together as one in 2019! Join your union!

UNITY IS THE
WAY FORWARD

Let’s all stay strong and stand up in 2019
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CfMeU : easTeRn sUbURbs RePORT with John Barton

Summer has finally arrived, and with the hot

weather we all have to be aware of the usual

summer hazards. That means drinking plenty

of water, applying sunscreen regularly and

being on the lookout for our cold blooded

friends (no not freeloaders) – the slithering

kind (not politicians either). I am of course

talking about the snake population which is

coming out in force especially on the North

Link and Armadale widening jobs, where

workers will be at work directly opposite

bush land. SSSStay SSSSafe!

The civil side has a decent amount of work

coming up with bridges on Armadale Road,

Ocean Reef Road, Wanneroo Road and the

extension of the Freeway, all coming up in

the near future. This is just the start of a big

push for civil work that will continue for a

few years to come. 

It should be noted the great work the lads on

the Water Treatment Plant are doing for

Clough, Suez and D+Z, keeping a high

quality of production and a safe site. One the

lads can be proud of.

As always, there are things we would change,

such as putting all the workers on full time.

This is a prime example of the unfairness of

the current rules. The workers have been

doing the same hours since the job started

and yet are being denied their basic rights of

Sick Leave and Annual Leave. This must

change, and the only way to achieve that is

to stand together, fight back and make your

voice heard loud and proud. These workers

are doing the highest quality work and yet

not receiving the highest quality

entitlements. 

Things are not going to change by putting

your hand out. We all have to stick together

in the union and be prepared to have a crack.  

The race to the bottom is claiming too many

sub-contractors, and often it is the workers

who miss out. Your union is working

extremely hard to get changes made with

Security of Payments on government

contracts. Watch this space.

It’s been great this year to meet all the

workers on the North Link job. I’d just like to

say you are all doing a terrific job under

adverse conditions. 

To the members, we can all look forward to

better times ahead by sticking together. The

tide is turning and by working with your

union things will improve on every level.

There are a lot of new projects getting out of

the ground over the next 12-18 months.

We have seen the worst of the recession left

to us by the Barnett government. It’s time for

members to realise that better wages and

conditions is what we will be fighting for.

Time to stand up!

With Christmas almost here, enjoy quality

time with your family and friends. Please stay

safe over the break, I want to see you all back

next year. Let’s work together and make 2019

the start of something bigger and better. 

If I can be of any assistance, or if you have

any workmates wanting to join our great

union please call me on 0407 817 413 or

email jbarton@cfmeuwa.com.

Remember 100% in 100% win!

Stay up to date on news over the break on

our Facebook page @CFMEUWA

Thanks to all the crews on North Link…. top job lads! – stay safe!

Better roads ahead
on civil projects?
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CfMeU : easTeRn sUbURbs UPDaTe with Vinnie Molina

The Season’s holidays are upon us again, but

unfortunately for many workers there’s not

much to celebrate. Some workers are being

laid off just before Christmas and many

others, in insecure work through labour hire,

casual and ABNs, face the reality of a break

without entitlements such as annual leave or

holiday pay. Another good reason we have to

change the rules and pursue a new

government that will have better policies for

working people.

At the Salini/NRW Forrestfield Airport Link, as

you will read elsewhere in this CW edition,

workers have had enough and we all wonder

if there is going to be light at the end of the

tunnel. Of particular concern for workers is

the Redundancy clause in Salini’s sham

contract, which means workers will see the

job through without Severance payment.

Several jobs in the area are coming to an end,

leaving many workers hoping for new jobs to

start up.

In the Eastern Suburbs some key jobs have

been completed – the Carousel, Belmont

and Midland Gate Shopping Centres are now

open to the public.

Coming off the ground are the Jaxon

Craigcare Project in Ascot ,with Greenmount

building the structure. The Georgiou Marina

East in Ascot Waters has subbies such as GMF,

Fineform and Bellpile already onsite. BGC

has two residential projects in Rivervale,

Tribeca North and RiversEdge. In the latter,

SVG, Westcoast Reo and Top End Ceilings

workers were operating on a very tight site.

The lack of proper amenities for all workers

was a common issue on site from the start.

Workers had to endure insufficient room in

the crib hut and not enough toilets. The issue

has now been resolved after union

intervention.

PACT Construction has the Belmont Seniors

Hub, the 650 Albany Highway Victoria Park

Apartments, the Robert Street Como

Apartments and the Australis Aged Care in

Rossmoyne. Characteristic of many sites is

the use of the sham contracting business

model that leaves many workers afraid to

come forward about not getting their

statutory entitlements to super and my leave

payments. We demand PACT does

something about subbies not paying the

statutory requirements at their sites.

Pindan has two jobs in Midland, the Clinic

Project, where some workers haven’t been

issued with safety boots and other PPE (later

fixed by the CFMEU), and the Parkerville

Children & Youth Centre. It is a disgrace that

Pindan management was more concerned

about Right of Entry Notices than ensuring

workers’ OHS.

We were told the ABCC has been actively

advising PS Structures at the Curtin

University Midland Campus that they would

fail their Audit if they didn’t enforce ROE

provisions. I was told the ABCC inspectors

visiting the site didn’t show any interest in

sham contracting, exploitation of visa

workers or safety on a publicly funded job.

Thank goodness the Union was there!

Cooper & Oxley is finishing the Meath Age

Care in Como and the Curtin University

Busport.

ABSECON is in the final stages of the Amhurst

Aged Care in Canning Vale. It is disappointing

that at this site there has been a lack of

payment of super for several workers. This

issue has been reported to the subbies in

question and the site management. It is a

business model that robs workers of their

legal entitlements allowing shonky

contractors to tender cheaper rates in a race

to the bottom.

I am confident that the days of the Coalition

government are coming to an end. It should

not be long before we have a new

government, but the struggle doesn’t end

there. We will continue the fight until the

industry is fixed and all electoral promises are

delivered. We must vote out the Coalition

government so we can change the rules.

Now is the time to reflect on our rights and

be active in the months to come.

Construction W
orker  :  Sum
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er 2018
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Salini Airport Crew
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CfMeU : CiTy ROUnD UP with Ian Gill

Over the last few months we have come across yet more instances of

appalling rates of pay, predominantly from dodgy labour hire mobs. 

Every builder, whatever their size, are using labour hire, and many do

not care what they pay their workers. This includes builders that have

won State Government contracts to build schools, PACT, PS Structures

and Emco amongst them. 

aRe yOU OweD MOney?

Recently we recovered more than $3000 for our member Trevor

Margetts who hadn’t been paid by a large roofing contractor. 

We are campaigning to remind our government and these builders that

they must ensure all workers on their sites, direct or otherwise, are

experiencing wage theft, super theft and long service provision theft.

We will always be there on sites as a reminder that this will not be

tolerated. Union members can make a claim through our legal team. A

number of these claims are underway now.

We are also finding foreign and migrant visa workers are being heavily

exploited, and not just in wages, but being expected to work out of

hours when there is no site management, first aid or emergency

response plan in place. This is not on, and we will hunt this behaviour

down. A total lack of duty of care.  

Now the weather is warming, make sure you have been supplied with

cool clear drinking water strategically placed on your site. I can’t

believe some builders just don’t understand basic human rights not, to

mention adhering to the OH&S Act 1984. This includes your boss

supplying your PPE too!

Moving into 2019 we expect more work to be coming online, so check

our projects list here in the journal – it will give you a guide on what is

expected to come out of the ground during 2109 and early 2020. 

Throughout the year this list will be updated – and made available to

paid-up members.

new jObs in The new yeaR - ChevROn TOweR
GOinG UP 

At last, Chevron Tower is expected to start in the next 12 months. It’s

always great to see another tower go up in the city we have built. Stay

tuned for info on this and other projects. It’s a top time to be paid up

and proud. Union Built is Quality Built! 

See our Jobs List this issue, for more info on CBD projects call me on

0427 244 141.

Sadly, we have experienced more construction work related deaths

recently and our campaign for Industrial Manslaughter laws goes on. 

We MUST win this!

If you are not happy with your site safety and amenities, call me on

0427 244 141, or your local area organiser and we will turn up. With

your help we can turn things around. There is much still to do!

Finally I wish all our members and their families’ season’s greetings.

Stay safe out there over the holiday period. We want to see you back on

site next year. 

�

Chevron Tower
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CfMeU : UniOn news

Meet new CFMEU WA Organiser
Steve Parker

Like a lot people Steve had been aware of

the value of unions during his working life.

However, it was seeing those values in

action during a stint working as a T/A on

Gorgon, that propelled Steve’s interest in

what unions can do for workers, especially

when those workers band together to

achieve better outcomes.

It’s well known that there was a long, hard

fight for a better agreement on the Gorgon

project. During this time Steve saw how the

older union members, who had been

involved in the struggles through the years,

took it upon themselves to educate

younger workers about the importance of

sticking together to win better wages and

conditions. Workers experienced how

multi-national companies only care about

their bottom line and not the bread line of

workers.

“It was fascinating to see that first hand”,

says Steve. “It really proved to me that with

support and knowledge workers, through

their union, can get things done. They can

win.“

“I decided that I wanted to take a more

active role in achieving outcomes like

Gorgon. We got almost everything we

wanted with that new EBA. Before leaving

the project I was proud to be voted up as a

Safety Rep by the workers.”

While working on the Gorgon project, the

unions worked to help achieve better

rosters to promote better mental health

outcomes and was a catalyst for Steve

joining the CFMEU’s Construction / FIFO

branch of the ALP in WA.

“Change can happen if we fight on every

front. We can’t sit back and hope others will

do it for us – we need to make it happen.” 

A brickie by trade, Steve did his training at

Balga and Welshpool TAFE and bemoans the

fact that TAFE training has been made too

expensive for a lot of young people

following huge fee increases by the Barnett

Government. 

“This needs to change, we need more

apprentices and local young people out

there getting opportunities and working on

local jobs”, he says.

Working primarily as a Labourer, Steve has

worked on several projects since returning

from the North West, including various

shopping centers and also at Pro Builds’

Oracle Apartments where he was the site

Delegate and Safety Rep.

“I look forward to getting around and

meeting as many workers on the job as I

can. I want all members to catch up at our

monthly meetings. Next year is shaping up

as an important one, with new projects

starting and opportunities for all to seek

better jobs, pay and conditions. If any

workers are putting up with bad safety –

please let me know ASAP, so we can fix it. 

Stay safe over Christmas and the New Year.

Please call me on 0403 432 225 or email

sparker@cfmeuwa.com if you need any

assistance.

�

“It really proved 
to me that with
support and
knowledge
workers, through
their union, can
get things done.
They can win.“
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CfMeU : UniOn news

Letter to
the Editor 
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Hello to all of the staff and members of the CFMEU. 

Until recently, I was employed in the mining industry 
as

a dump truck driver. I went off work with a neck inju
ry

in October, 2017. This was the third time in the previo
us

18 months that I had suffered a neck injury. 

Twice the dump truck that I was in had been hit with
 a

full bucket, of firstly an excavator and then a rope fa
ce

shovel. 
The third injury came from a company change of traf

fic

management procedures that exacerbated the previo
us

injuries. After months of physiotherapy and ne
ck

exercises, which only succeeded in not making my ne
ck

any worse, but by no means improving it either, t
he

insurance company offered me a paltry settlement. I to
ok

the offer to Chris Prast at the union office, and he sent m
e

next door to Eureka Lawyers. More months of phy
sio

followed until finally, the insurance company indicat
ed

they wanted to settle the claim. 

The short version of all of this is, I walked away w
ith

more than double the amount of money that was fi
rst

offered, and all of my legal costs were paid as well. 

I’ve been in the work force since decimal currency cam
e

in and have worked with all sorts of people, all over t
his

great country of ours. Sadly, for the most part, the
se

people have held very negative and usually inaccura
te

opinions of unions and unionists. I’ve seen some of t
he

same people end up in similar circumstances to mine a
nd

been left with no choice but to walk away from the j
ob

with a pittance of a payout, all of which would bar
ely

make even the smallest of dents in the financ
ial

obligations we are all burdened with.  

While I may be preaching to the converted in this pos
t, I

still can’t let my experience go by without comme
nt.

Perhaps the son or daughter of one of those people w
ho

hold false views of unionism will read this and have t
he

presence of mind to take out a little insurance 
for

themselves, by joining this union. This is something I ha
ve

never had reason to regret.

Finally, a big thanks to Chris Prast for pointing me in t
he

right direction, and to Abbey and all of the staff at Eure
ka

Lawyers. It was a big drink the day the money landed
 in

my bank account!

Yours in Solidarity,

Mick Boyce.
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CfMeU : This issUe’s DODGy bUiLDeR

�

It’s time for someone
salini have earned this title for the second issue in a row matching the lofty deeds of bGC. 

Salini won the tender for the Forrestfield Airport Link project by undercutting their opposition by

$600M and then brought their third world safety practices to our town. Cheapest is never best.

This year there have been sixteen serious incidents, that we know of – 2 of which were near

fatalities – and 10 Worksafe complaints identifying 59 individual safety breaches – 21 of which were high risk activity breaches. There have been

approximately 40 incidents and serious potential near misses (SPI’s) reported to the CFMEU by members since the start of the project. 

Who knows how many others went unreported?

When a worker suffers a Lost Time Injury on the job, Salini‘s first concern is not to manage the worker’s injury, but to get the injured worker back

to work ASAP, so they don’t record an LTI. LTIs are a management tool joke. They are routinely fudged, and seldom tell the real truth. They do this

by attending the company doctor with the injured person. This conduct has been outed by WorkCover as being wrong. Workers are legally allowed

to attend their own doctor and the company have NO right to attend the consultation with the patient. Employers argue that it is in the injured

workers best interests to return to work ASAP, but we all know whose best interest is served by this dodgy practice.

They continue to deny the union entry to investigate safety breaches on certain sections of the job, like the tunnel, which is where they exploit

their foreign employees and, according to workers on the job, most of the serious safety breaches occur.

Another pipe failure
causing injury to a
Salini worker

Broken finger,
another minor
laceration
according to

Salini

Salini call this a
minor laceration

After surgery and requiring
9 – 12 months rehab to
achieve full mobility –
Minor laceration, 
I don’t think so!

   

gruesome!!



to take responsibility!
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Salini’s poor safety practices have been well documented, yet unions were the only ones that responded to workers concerns and tried to do

something about the problem. Your union has tried all avenues to get the regulator (WorkSafe), the Public Transport Authority (PTA) and the

government to intervene in regard to workers safety on the project, by ensuring Salini comply with Western Australian safety legislation.

Unfortunately none of them have shown any interest. WorkSafe are looking very much like the banking regulator – doing nothing and allowing

big business to self-regulate and destroy the lives of construction workers and their families. 

The PTA just take Salini’s word for any issues raised by workers and the CFMEU. An example of this was when an operator lost control of the hose

on a jet grouter. When the CFMEU provided video evidence of dodgy work practice, Salini told the PTA that it was just a demonstration so it didn’t

need to be risk assessed and controlled, and the PTA accepted that response. 

A demonstration or not, it was a work process which must be risk assessed and the hazards controlled. This begs the question, does the PTA

actually have any idea in regard to legislative safety requirements or, like the government, do they just want to get the project completed? 

Even Perth Airport have concerns that Salini are not delivering the degree of risk-control required. 

The CFMEU applied pressure to force a meeting with Salini, the PTA and the Department of Mines Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS) which

did eventuate, albeit without Salini attending. 

The State Government must take responsibility to ensure that the PTA and WorkSafe step up and ensure Salini comply with all safety requirements

to protect workers on the FAL project. 

Western Australian workers and the state’s taxpayers deserve a job that is built safely to a high standard of quality, not one that destroys lives and

costs the taxpayer for the ongoing life of the structure.   

Injury after yet another
pipe failure resulting in
permanent scarring,
missing teeth and a

brain injury

   

If your job has dodgy safety call the CFMEU on 9228 6900 or email photos ofdodgy safety practices and safety complaints to safety@cfmeuwa.com

Before working
for Salini 
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CfMeU : inTeRnaTiOnaL news with Vinnie Molina

While some people profit,
other people die

CFMEU is fully behind the APHEDA’s (ACTU

Union Aid Abroad) campaign to end asbestos

mining. 

“We know asbestos kills. In some

countries, asbestos is still mined,

manufactured and used. Every day

thousands of people are still

exposed to deadly asbestos”.

APHEDA creates awareness about asbestos

by involving Union members around the

country in the campaign. It is clear that

“While some people profit, other people die.

The World Health Organisation says the most

efficient way to eliminate asbestos-related

diseases is to stop the use of all types of

asbestos”.

We had the recent experience at the John

Holland’s New Children’s Hospital in which

several workers were exposed to asbestos in

imported materials. “As long as Asbestos is

being used anywhere, it remains a risk,

everywhere”.

We encourage our readers to visit the

APHEDA website and get involved in the

effort to build a movement of people in

Australia, to join other unionists in South East

Asia, in their efforts to ban and eradicate

asbestos everywhere.

I would also like to draw readers attention to

“Migrant Workers”. It is often a term people

associate with illegal workers and temporary

visa workers. But it is worth remembering

they are also exploited workers who have

come to Australia to live and work. Some of

these migrant workers are actually

permanent residents or citizens and have

made their home here. Workers from many

backgrounds are seen more and more on our

building sites. They often face many

disadvantages like limited English language

skills and are without knowledge of their

rights at work and often fall victim to greedy

employers.

Can we really blame the migrant workers? If

we remove the labels such as visa worker,

legal or illegal, we are left with workers

looking to sell their labour to feed their

families, pay their rents or mortgages.

Unfortunately, the system isn’t working for

workers anywhere including Australia and

the rules need to be changed. Employers

take advantage of temporary visa workers to

increase their profits and successive

governments have made it possible for them

by introducing programs with false excuses

such as a shortage of skilled workers. The

fact is there are skilled workers in Australia

prepared to do a job for a decent rate. We

should also expect the government to

support decent, free training programs so

that we have an Australian workforce that

meets our needs. Free Trade Agreements

contribute to the reduction of our conditions

to Third World standards. The most recently

ratified agreement, the TPP, opens the doors

to workers from countries including

Vietnam, Malaysia, Canada, Chile and Japan

to jobs in Australia without requiring

employees to check if there are Australians

available to do the job. 

Years of struggle are being undermined in

the race to the bottom.

What we see is exploited workers working for

less in competition with each other. The only

winner, of course, is the bosses who see their

profits rise. Many migrant workers don’t

speak up for fear of losing a job, persecution

and/or deportation. We will achieve more if

we all stick together as workers and struggle

against the system that sees bosses getting

richer on the backs of workers, while we are

divided and fight each other.

During this season’s holidays, let’s reflect on

the fact that many workers will be unable to

spend time with their families they are

estranged from, while some bosses enjoy

extra profits that their exploitation of migrant

workers has delivered. 

There is only one answer –

JOIN, JOIN, JOIN, 

ORGANISE, ORGANISE AND ORGANISE!

Construction W
orker  :  Sum
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er 2018
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CfMeU : PeTe’s PaGe 

�

with Peta Arnold

Scaffy was on page 15 last
issue. This issue he’s
resting inside after
Christmas Shopping.

Can you 
spot him!

where’s scaffy?

nO CRaP COnDiTiOns On This siTe!
Life member and Master Bricklayer, Brian Churchill, took on the challenge to
restore a classic piece of Australia’s urban landscape. The ‘brick shithouse’.
Located on the laneway at Comms Officer Rob Mitchell’s house, Brian and his
son Scott, a very good “Chippy’, set about re-tuck pointing, rendering,
waterproofing, and re-roofing this icon of Australiana. Even the new door is
steeped in history. It came from the old
MUA holiday cottages that were
demolished years ago at Point Peron.
Brian and Scott did a top job. Most old
outside Dunnys are heritage listed by
local councils and can’t be knocked
down and are just left to go to ruin – so
there’s a job opportunity waiting for
some enterprising brickies out there!

DO yOU ReMeMbeR?
Retired member John Priddle dropped
in an old photo he found from back in
the day and thought he’d like to share
with fellow readers of the Journal. He
says the pic could have been taken at a
visit from former BLF Federal Secretary
Norm Gallagher. As best as we can make
out it features left to right. Steve Evans,
Craig Bowe and the late Chris Case.
Thanks John!

neeD heLP OveR ChRisTMas new yeaR?
If you are feeling blue and need to talk with someone over the break call MATES in
Construction on their 24/7 hotline – 1300 642 111

OffiCe hOURs
The CFMEU WA office will be closed from 11am
December 21st re-opening at 7.30am on January 3rd.
We wish every member and their family season’s
greeting and ask all to stay safe over the break.
May you have a happy and prosperous New Year!


